THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT’S
SPRING 2021
STUDENT AWARD WINNERS

Jedediah Brownbread, Esq. Award
Cristopher Shell    Amy Jagger

Calista Cummings Award
Sylvia Moran    Caroline Liberatore

John T. Dukes Prize in Composition Studies
Lily Hunger

Sam Ella Dukes Memorial Poetry Prize
Mary Ozbolt    Samantha Imperi
Sydney Stroll    Caroline Liberatore

Donald A. and Laura Jane Keister Memorial Essay Prize in Literature
Lauren Folk

Mary K. Kirtz Literary Essay Prize in International Literature
Emma Lenart

Literary Guild Excellence in Literary Criticism Prize
Grace Maier    Sydney Stroll

Literary Guild Student Service Prize
Kaylie Yaceczko

Cathryn C. Taliaferro Shakespeare Essay Prize
Bethany Decker    Grace Maier

Marion H. Smith Short Story Prize
Elizabeth Nussen    Elizabeth Schultz

Carl and Dorothy Bauer Scholarship
Bethany Decker

Zora M. Ledinko Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Breanna Wirth

Dr. John Samuel Phillipson, Jr. Scholarship
Sarah Young    Emma Lenart
Kayla Del Rio

Frank Pixley Memorial Scholarship
Kayla Del Rio

Dr. Sally Slocum Endowed Scholarship
Lindsay Collier    Sylvia Moran
Sarah Young

Lois Finley Memorial Scholarship
Emma Lenart    Lindsay Collier

Kenneth J. Pakenham Scholarship
Christine Morris    Alec Bender